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Introduction
This report describes band 9 beam pattern measurements which were made at NA ALMA front
end integration center during the visit of ALMA band 9 group representatives from 2nd to 7th of
June 2008. The Band 9 cartridge system was mounted within ALMA front end cryostat #2 and
the overall system included the cryostat window and filters. Measurement set-up, experiment
condition and sequence and results of beam analysis are described. After iterative improvements,
the NA FEIC measurement system was found to be adequate for beam characterization in band 9
frequency range. The measured band 9 optics beam was found to be in reasonable agreement with
measurements done by band 9 cartridge manufacturer and total aperture efficiency was found to
satisfy ALMA requirements.
Set-up and measurement system description
Band 9 cartridge beam forming optics is all contained at the 4K temperature level within the
Front-End cryostat. The ALMA specified entrance window (see fig. 1) and infrared filters were
used in the system and the cartridge was cooled to the nominal temperature levels to operate the
receiver. During the whole session receiver 4 K stage was approx at 3.6 K and no temperature
stabilizing by heaters was applied, likewise for cartridge measurements. The Band 3, 6 and 7
cartridge systems were mounted in the same front-end but were kept powered down. ALMA IF
switch and WCA was part of room temperature IF part which followed by homodyne phase and
amplitude detection IF breadboard design of which is described in [1]. This design is
conceptually similar to the one used by band 9 cartridge manufacturers to characterize the beam.
An LO warm multiplier part of WCA ending by a quintupler multiplier stage was used as signal
source. It was mounted on a 1 x 1 x 0.1 m mechanical scanner with possibility to rotate it around
beam propagation axis by 90 degrees for cross polarization measurements. Reference channel
makes use of leakage signal from photonic reference port of the cartridge WCA. Both source and
main cartridge WCA’s were using signal synthesized sweepers to provide reference frequencies.
A flared horn has been mounted to a quintupler stage to form wide test beam which is adequate
for measuring f#8 cartridge output beam.
A laser interferometer stage [2] was used to align scanning plane with respect to antenna
mounting interface of the front-end. Absolute measurement accuracy of approx 7 microns can be
achieved on all axes.
Initial status
Before the measurements commenced, NA FEIC has done preliminary measurement of band 9
cartridge beam. The raw test results and far field beam, derived directly from raw results without
correction for probe beam pattern is shown in Fig 2-4 for 661 GHz signal frequency. After
clearing a communication issues about data format, it was possible to arrive to an aperture
efficiency numbers of order of 80% in the optimal beam direction and optimal focus positions.

Fig. 1, Photograph of ALMA Front-End cryostat with band 9 entrance window indicated by an
arrow

Fig. 2, Amplitude plot of initial NA FEIC data

Fig. 3, Phase plot of initial NA FEIC data

Fig. 4, Far field plot of initial NA FEIC data

Fig. 5, Far field plot of initial NA FEIC data

The beam pointing angles were calculated by a center of mass formula and are (0.16,-1.34)
degrees which should compare to nominal angle (0, -0.94) degrees for band 9 cartridge.
Aperture efficiency numbers evaluated using the same data by NA FEIC group and band 9 group
coincide within 0.1 percent when same input parameters are used.
Mechanical stage stability and alignment has been thoroughly investigated by using laser
interferometer measuring system. Necessary correction coefficients have been entered into XYZ
stages control software.
Initial analysis and improvement steps
Scanner movements
It is apparent from fig. 2, that there is a problem with backlash in the current system, which can
be mechanical (scanner position backlash) or through cable, attached to moving stage. It was
found that scanner was moving in meandering (fig 6 a) way which can explain vertical
modulation of contour levels in fig 2, 3 and artificial side-lobes at +- 15 deg Y angle in fig. 4

a)
b)
Fig. 6, Meandering a) and one side approach b) scanning sequences. Dashed lines indicate idle
scanner movements
NSI software can be configured to do a one side approach scanning fig. 6 b) which takes about
only 10% longer because of high movement speeds when not taking data. Once this approach is
used the above mentioned artifacts due to backlash disappear (see for instance fig. 7). All
following measurements were done using approach of 6 b)
Probe geometry
Fig. 5 show central part of the beam in far field. Contours of secondary antenna reflector are
shown by white dashed line around beam center found by a center of mass algorithm. Already
adequate and close to expected edge illumination level of -12 dB is detected. This means that
probe used by NA FEIC has adequately wide beam and does not lead to significant loss in
measurement quality. In order to check this fact experimentally an alternative flared horn probe
has been brought to NA FEIC (see fig 7). Apparent illumination edge taper has increased,
indicating that it is important to use correct probe, or compensate the measured data for probe
beam pattern before evaluating aperture efficiency. It can be shown that the flared horn probe,
which was used, does not require significant correction of the data.

Figure 7. Probe geometry. It is a flared waveguide with flare length along waveguide propagation
axis of 7 mm and output dimensions of 1.4 x 1 mm
Phase stability
Phase stability is important parameter of measurement set-up which influences apparent beam
pointing direction detected from the measured data. It was found during test run, that pointing
repeatability of setup was about 0.5 degrees. After careful investigation, a fault in one of the
flexible phase cables was determined, the cable was replaced and rerouted in order to give the
least phase error during scanning. After this a pointing repeatability of 0.02 degrees have been
achieved and verified by consecutive scans.
Standing wave compensation
As it was demonstrated by other groups, it is possible to compensate standing waves between
probes and receiver by making scan of two planes a1 and a2, separated by lambda/4 distance. By
careful comparison of NSI software data output, it was found that it erroneously uses average
(a1+a2)/2 instead of (a1+I*a2)/2 or (a1-I*a2)/2 depending on the sideband used in detection. It
was demonstrated, that despite of the fact that a2 data is taken 40 min after a1, phase and
amplitude stability of setup allows for efficient standing wave compensation. It was also
apparent, that by using correct probe and absorbers geometry (which were adequate from the
beginning) it is not always necessary to use two plane measurements to characterize the cartridge
beam adequately.
Measurement sequence and analysis
After performance of measurement set-up was verified, a set of beam measurements has been
performed to make the final assessment of the beam quality of band 9.
First probe was rotated by 45 degrees and two consecutive measurements were done for
polarization 0 and 1 switching over between polarizations by reconnecting IF signal. This set is
done to verify beam pointing, aperture efficiency and beam squint. The measured data is
presented in fig. 8 and derived phase center coordinates (X,Y,Z), pointing angles (Ax, Ay),
spillover and amplitude efficiencies are presented in table 1. Note, that efficiencies are calculated
towards nominal direction to secondary mirror (0,-0.94) degrees for band 9. Two plane standing
wave compensation procedure has been applied for data both in fig. 8 and table 1. Phase center
coordinates have been obtained by search for maximum aperture efficiency using far field data.

Table 1 Beam parameters determined from measured data
Pol #
X
Y
Z
Ax
Ay
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(deg)
(deg)
1
-2.80
3.78
296.75
0.094
- 1.00
0
-2.30
4.11
303.30
0.322
- 1.22

Spillover
95.1 %
93.8 %

Apperture
Efficiency
85.1 %
83.2 %

Beam squint is determined as phase center offset relative to nominal FWHM beam size (2.725
mm for 661 GHz). It is 22% and exceeds specifications for production series. Note, however, that
even for moving phase center to a common position, aperture efficiency will still be above 80%.
The phase center offset between polarizations of 10 mm does not result in significant change of
aperture efficiency number and can be neglected.
Cross and co-polar beam pattern have been measured for one polarization by rotating probe 90
degrees without changing output level. The measurement results for Pol 0 are shown in figure 9.
The cross polarization panel scale was normalized using measured relative peak amplitude
between co and cross polar beams. The total power cross polarization level was found to be
-19.5 dB which corresponds the number at band 9 cartridge group. This level was calculated
using ratios of integrals of total power of graphs in fig 9 without taking into account extent of
secondary mirror. After beam analysis procedure, it was found that co polar beam aperture
efficiency peaks at 85% at phase center coordinates of (-3.94, 4.32, 303.39). Aperture efficiency
for cross polar beam using the same phase center coordinates is only ~36 %. Taking into account
ratio of 36/85, the total power cross polarization coefficient towards the secondary mirror is
-23.2 dB. The latter number does not characterize the cross polarization efficiency of ALMA
band 9 in high resolution interferometer mode. In fig 10 far field power ratio of co and cross
polarization patterns is presented at the measurement plane. Peak ratio is about -22 dB at the edge
of 1/e2 edge of field of view and is even lower for -3 dB edge. This is the relevant cross
polarization number for ALMA images, which still needs to be corrected for coupling to
secondary mirror that is approximately improvement by another 3 dB.
Since measurements of beam pattern were interleaved in time with cartridge noise measurements,
it was no time available to do more detailed measurements. The existing measurements provide
solid evidence that measurements of cartridge at NA FEIC and at cartridge manufacturer are
consistent, and band 9 front-end meets most of optics specifications.

Conclusions
During this debug and measurement session, it was demonstrated that:
a) NA FEIC measurement beam pattern set-up is adequate for ALMA front-end optics
specifications verification, provided proper measurement method is chosen
b) NA FEIC and band 9 group analysis methods were cross checked arriving to very similar
aperture efficiency data using the same data set
c) Band 9 cartridge measurements done within front-end and by manufacturer match each
other and band 9 cartridge meets optics specification (with exclusion of cross
polarization) as demonstrated by cartridge manufacturer measurements

Next steps
•

Firm, spelled out cartridge optics verification procedure needs to be developed at (NA)
FEIC that includes: beam measurement sequence (plan), and data analysis procedures,
agreed with all involved parties

•

Further improvement of measurement set-up is possible by getting better phase stable
cable. Band 9 group to provide specifications of their hardware.

•

Beam measurements for several frequencies and polarization channels can be automated
using scripts and appropriate hardware. This will allow to save time and use night time
for beam scanning efficiently. It is already ongoing.

•

It is recommended to establish working group which will facilitate experience exchange
within the ALMA project and improve its problem solving capabilities
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Figure 8, Measured data for beam squint determination. Top left panel: Pol 1 row data; top right
panel Pol 1 far field, bottom left panel: Pol 0 row data, bottom right panel Pol 0 far field.

Figure 9, Co and cross polar beam patterns measured for pol 1 at 661 GHz. Top panels: initial
data and far field plot for co-polar beam. Bottom panels: initial data and far field plot for cross
polar plot. Cross polar plot is scaled relative to co-polar plot. Relative peak amplitude is -17 dB.

Figure 10, Ratio of co and cross pol powers over extent of field of view (white dashed line) of
1/e2 power at the edge, the half maximum power field of view is indicated by black dashed line.

